
Terror Birds

Our explorations lead us to a new area.  There seem to be eggs everywhere but which animal do 
they come from?

These combinations are particularly exciting.  This is best played before level VII

 Module B + K Module F + K Module G + K Module I + K 

18 cards – Misson card K, secret card 9, 2 dice – Medium difficulty

Shuffle the 7 cards from this module with the backs forest; river and mountain that do not show an 
egg symbol and then place them face down in a stack. These cards are the "terror birds" 

You may only reveal the "Terror bird" cards from (the rock pile) or through special card actions.  
You always have to take the topmost "terror bird" card from the stack.

If you receive an egg as loot, you put the card you just completed face up with your group. These
Card is then an egg. When you destroy an egg, you put one of your eggs on
the cemetery

New Symbol

You have to hand over one of your tool tokens, you can decide which one. 

Card texts
Nest: lege eine terrorvogel karte verdeckt von X auf den Ablagestapel - discard a terror bird card 
face down from X.

Riesige fubabddrucke: As above but two cards

Totenvogel: Diese Aktion muss vor allen anderen ausgefurht werden - This action must be carried 
out before anyone else
Zerstore eine Karte von einum Mispieler – destroy a () card from another player – the symbol is the 
thing that looks a bit like a coffee bean and appears on some food cards like the dodo.

Geshlupft: Decke eine X card von auf und fuhre sie aus - Reveal an terror bird card from and 
immediately enounter it

A condition on several cards: Es liegen keine Terrorvolgel karten auf - There are no terror bird 
cards

Shreihals: du erhaltst aber keinen – Lose a group member but don’t get a skull

Dornenbruter: Du hast die Karte Orru – you have the Orru card

Fallenstellerin: Lege diese karte zu deiner Gruppe – Trapper - Put this card with your group
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